ABSTRACT: Inquisition of diversity based on different phenotypic, genotypic and biochemical markers, plays an imperative role in breeding programs for selection of parents, as well helps understanding the evolutionary relationships among crop species. Biochemical markers embody the variations among the genes expressed in response to geo-edaphic conditions as well the genotypes. Present study endeavors to differentiate the members of Cucurbitaceae with eco-agronomical essence at intra and inter genus level by profiling seed storage proteins. The study also encompasses a new modified approach for extracting high cedes of proteins form plants possessing very low concentration of proteins. About 20-25 unique bands were scored in C. grandis and other Cucurbitaceae members respectively. Cluster analysis performed based on Jaccard’s similarity coefficient and SPSS software (Version 14.0) showed 3 clusters. Similarity matrix showed that the greatest similarity and minimum genetic distance belonged to populations with the similarity coefficient 0.28 and 0.13 respectively.
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INTRODUCTION

The word ‘proteomics’ is defined as, a systematic study of the proteins expressed by the genome and is a powerful molecular tool for describing complete proteomes at the organelle, cell, or tissue level [26]. Seed storage proteins not only provide essential nutritional and technological elements for plants survival but are also key quintessence for several enzymes involved in plant metabolism [18]. Seed proteins being primary gene products, regulate directly or indirectly genetic system and hence their knowledge obtained using miscellaneous electrophoretic methods has endowed a constructive insight on chemo taxonomical studies of several plant species [1, 19]. Seed proteins have the advantage of being scorable from unviable organs or tissues and the electrophoretic protocol for bulk protein assays is generally simpler than that for Isozymes [4, 20]. Proteins have been used as genetic markers to resolve several taxonomic and evolutionary problems of several crop plants [21, 22]. Also this technique is least influenced by environment, thus the “Fingerprint” generated helps in identifying the genotypes at genus and species level [1].

Cucurbitaceae, the gourd family, is one of the largest families of flowering plant, comprising of over 940 species and about 122 genera distributed in tropical and sub-tropical regions of the world [27]. Among Cucurbits, bottle gourd, bitter gourd, cucumber, ivy gourd, ridge and snake gourd, melons etc. demonstrate exuberant ethno-medical and agronomical chattels and are consumed as vegetal crop by humankind [15]. Several studies have reported the diversity among some of these members using different DNA markers like RAPD, ISSR, AFLP etc. at intra-species level [14, 16]. Neither of these studies has provided a classification that takes into account proteomics for classifying these members of Cucurbitaceae at inter genus level. The present study provides an insight into variations using seed proteins among members of Cucurbits and C. grandis land varieties obtained from diverse genotypes in India. We propose that this study shall enable one to systematize the accessions from diverse origin, analyze genetic relationships at intra-species and inter-generic level as well determine relative efficacy of these marker systems for population analysis. Present study is thus first of its kind wherein the storage protein fingerprint is generated and is used to analyze the inter relationship among Cucurbits.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Plant Samples:
Seed samples of *M. Charantia*, *Lagenaria spp.*, *C. sativus*, *C. maderaseptanus*, *C. melo*, *T. dioca*, *C. maxima*, *C. lanatus*, *L. actangula*, *T. cucumeris*, *P. fistula*, *C. pepo*, *C. grandis* were collected from a nursery in Navi-Mumbai and for intra-varietal analysis 12 land varieties of *C. grandis* were collected from different geotypes in India. All the samples were authenticated from Blatter Herbarium, Mumbai. All the samples were thoroughly washed with tap water and rinsed with 70% alcohol and distilled water followed by blot drying.

Extraction of Storage proteins:
The methods described by Olson et al., 2007 (Method 1) [7], El-Adl et al., 2010 (Method 2) [2] and Naushad et al., 2010 (Method 3) [6] were used for extracting proteins from *Cucurbits* with a yield of equitable concentrations but not as much of purity. A modified method was formulated (method 4) and was optimized for *Cucurbitaceae*. The method involved extraction of proteins from 0.1gm of plant sample in modified buffer (Table 1). The suspension was centrifuged for 15 min at 10000 rpm at 4°C and the supernatant was used as total soluble protein. Total protein concentration was estimated using Folin-Lowry method [5] with bovine serum albumin as standard.

SDS Page Analysis:
A fingerprint of proteins was generated using one dimensional Sodium dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide gel (SDS-PAGE) with 10% separating and 5% stacking gel [3, 9] and was separated at 90 V. The segregated protein bands were analyzed by Coomassie blue and Gene tools from Gene synap (Version 4.0).

Statistical Evaluation:
Electrophoregrams for each variety were scored by the presence (1) or absence (0) of each band noted. Presence and absence of bands were entered in SPSS software (version 14.0) and dendogram was constructed using nearest neighbor linkage. A similarity index was assessed using Jaccard’s coefficient of similarity using following formula

\[
\text{Jaccard’s coefficient of similarity (J) = } \frac{N_c}{N_a+N_b-N_c},
\]

Where \(N_a\) = no of amplified fragments in sample A, \(N_b\) = no of amplified fragments in sample B and \(N_c\)=no of bands shared by sample A and B.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Seed storage proteins profiling provides an aid in identification and characterization of diversity among the landraces, and prevailing their phylogenetic relationships. [24]. In seed storage proteins both salt-soluble and insoluble-protein provide taxonomic information [8]. Recently specific methods have been used to study salt-soluble proteins for taxonomic and diversity studies in bread wheat [18].

In present research study method for extracting storage proteins with high chaste and cede from *Cucurbitaceae* was optimized by adopting a new modified buffer. The concentration of protein with method 4 was increased by fourfold as compared to other methods (table 1). Also on segregation of proteins on one dimensional SDS – PAGE demonstrated highly resolved separated bands with optimized M4, than the other methods (fig. 1). The increase in yield of proteins obtained by optimized M4 method can be attributed to following modifications. Firstly, use of higher concentration of 2-mercaptoethanol (8mM), enabled the cleavage of cross linkages in protein-protein interactions, wherein two or more proteins associate in lieu of signal-transduction or biosynthetic pathway or stable multiprotein complexes that are required in the execution of several biological functions [13]. Thus the method allowed amending the conformation of proteins, thereby enhancing their resolution on PAGE. Secondly, the pH of the buffer solution used in M4 was 6.8, which increased yield of extractable seed proteins at pH other there IEP (non-existence of most of the extractable protein at their isoelectric pH), or low ionic strength of the salt solution at concentrations used for the extraction [4, 12].

Protein finger print analysis for landraces of *C. grandis* and *Cucurbitis* was analyzed using 5% stacking and 10 % resolving PAGE. The profile for *Cucurbitis* and *C. grandis* comprised of approximately 25 and 35 bands respectively (fig. 2 and fig. 4) in all. Many bands for protein sub-units were observed at lower portion of the gels but as they were inconsistent as far as their reproducibility was concerned so they were excluded from examination. Similarly variation in the band thickness and sharpness was also observed but this was not accounted as polymorphism. Total seed protein profiling revealed significant inter-specific genetic diversity or genotype specific bands, with some cultivars exhibiting remarkable polymorphic and unique bands, that can be evaluated further “tags” for these cultivars. Bands scored at 10 KDa, 20 KDa and 33 kDa respectively, were monomorphic for almost all cucurbit samples, thus these proteins appear to be most conserved proteins among *Cucurbitis* (fig. 2). Intra-species variation among *C. grandis* was also evident; a band between 25 KDa and 45 KDa was highly polymorphic (fig. 4). Species wise differences were evident in protein profiling as similar banding pattern was observed between cultivars of the same species [28].
Cluster analysis was performed on the basis of protein profile obtained using SPSS software version 14.0. Among Cucurbits (fig. 3) III nodes were observed. From node I land race of Ivy gourd appears to evolve first, a divergence in node I have been observed to give rise to $C.\ sativus$ (variety 3 and variety 4) species. With evolutionary adaptations the other species of Cucurbitaceae have diverged respectively. Musk melon and pointed gourd are observed distantly related to Zucchini and Cucumber. This divergence of within Cucumis genera observed in present study was not in accordance with previous reports of Reddy U. (2009), where in cladistic analyses was performed using rbcl gene [28]. It was observed that the clades shared by Cucumis sativus and other Cucumis species were different and the genetic distance between them was in prominent. Among C. grandis land varieties small amount of polymorphisms are indicative that these species may have recently diverged in the evolutionary clock. Among the C. grandis land races three nodes were observed. Node I appear to be point of origin for Ivy gourd. From node I species of variety 10, variety 2, variety 11 and variety 3 share a common ancestry and are the among the first generation plantlets of Ivy gourd. The samples from variety 5 and variety 9 regions have recently evolved among the Ivy gourd varieties (fig 5). However the biochemical profile needs to be compared with molecular profiles to confirmatively ascertain the phylogeny and hierarchy among the C. grandis and Cucurbit plants.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Name of Author</th>
<th>Composition of Extraction buffer</th>
<th>Protein Yield (µg/ml)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Method 1 (M1)</td>
<td>Olson et al, 2007</td>
<td>50 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5) containing 1 mM DTT, 2 mM EDTA, 2 mM 2-Mercaptoethanol</td>
<td>0.107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Method 2 (M2)</td>
<td>El-Adl et al, 2010</td>
<td>0.5M Tris pH6.8, 10% SDS</td>
<td>1.950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Method 3 (M3)</td>
<td>Naushad et al., 2010</td>
<td>0.5M Tris-HCl (pH 8.0), 0.2% SDS, 5 M urea and 1% 2-mercaptoethanol.</td>
<td>2.767</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Method 4 (M4)</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.5M Tris pH6.8, 10% SDS, 8mM 2-mercaptoethanol</td>
<td>8.32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1: Electrophoregram of total soluble proteins obtained by different methods
Fig 2: Protein fingerprint of Cucurbitaceae land races using SDS-PAGE: Lane 1-5 has \( M. \) Charantia, \( Lagenaria \) spp., \( C. \) sativus, \( C. \) sativus, \( C. \) maderaseptanus, Lane 6-12 has \( C. \) melo, \( T. \) dioca, \( C. \) maxima, \( C. \) lanatus, \( L. \) actangula, \( T. \) cucumeris, \( P. \) fistula, Lane 13 & 14. \( C. \) grandis (variety 11) \( C. \) pepo, protein respectively.

Fig 3: Dendogram generated based on SDS-PAGE protein profile of Cucurbitaceae land varieties.

Fig 4: Protein fingerprint of \( C. \) grandis land races using SDS-PAGE Lane 1-13 has Kalyan, Andheri, Alibaug, Chiplun, Pen, Vasai, Satara (wild), Cochin, Ranpar, Belapur (local), Satara (Local), Ratnagiri protein respectively.
Fig 5: Dendrogram generated based on SDS-PAGE protein profile of *C. grandis*

CONCLUSION

The method used for protein extraction has proved to be efficient for extraction of soluble seed storage proteins. The divergence observed in *Cucumis* species should be further confirmed using molecular tools. Protein profiling is an efficient method for studying genetic diversity, coupling biochemical method with molecular approaches would help plant taxonomist to understand the variance among plants in further depth. The divergence observed in *Cucumis* species should be further confirmed using both proteomic and molecular tools.
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